Abstract -Metallic colloids are frequently used in industry and provide understanding of science at micron to nanometric size along with their usage in various technologically important applications. Present investigations deal morphology structure of particles in a newly designed process and tap opportunities of geometric structure under varying the type of precursor. At fixed bipolar pulse, processing of silver nitrate precursor and chloroauric acid plus silver nitrate precursors, no specific geometric structure is made.
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Introduction:
Development of metallic colloids is simple but crucial to understand the mechanisms of their formation. Development of different shaped particles demands alternative perspectives and explanations. It is possible to see features of a variety of materials both at atomic scale and nanoscale through high resolution transmission microscopy.
Different nature of metallic elements may possess different affinity to other elements present in their precursor and this may influence their dissociation. As a result, dynamics of processing metallic colloids, either in unary composition or binary composition, may present pronounced effect in the formation of their geometric structure. Thus, to pinpoint true mechanisms of formation of tiny-sized particles (nanoscale components) and their packings into different sorts of extended shapes, processing of different precursors and their binary composition within the same setup and under same process parameters is essential.
Several approaches have been enlisted in the literature to process such metallic colloids but citrate reduction method is the one most widely employed procedure [1] .
Development of tiny metallic colloids and their likely coalescence into extended shapes have remained the subject of enormous studies and few of them are cited here [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Trapping of energetic electrons collectively oscillate the tiny lattice [2] . A tiny metal cluster is like simple chemical compound and may find several applications in catalysis, optics and electronics [3] . Nanocrystals have unique features and they have the tendency to extend in size providing options to fabricate advanced materials having better characteristics [4] . An ordered array of nanoparticles rather than agglomeration may give different properties of materials [5] . Coalescence of nanocrystals is a practical goal [6] . Self-assembly means to design a specific structure [7] . Long-term goal of nanoparticle technology is to develop small devices [8] . An initial effort is to assemble the nanoparticles [9] . Organization of nanometre size building blocks into specific structures is one of the current challenges [10] . Atoms and molecules will be treated as materials of tomorrow once, they have fruitful assembling [11] . Complex shapes are possible by means of precise control on the assembling of nanoparticles [12] .
Coalescence of nanocrystals into extended shapes provides endless choices [13] .
Silver nanoparticles in narrow size distributions synthesized by employing direct laser irradiation method and the mechanism of their preparation were described as arising from the formation of radicals in the solution [14] . Pentagon shapes nucleate at the cost of particles, which is unfavourable, kinetically, [111] twin planes in silver and gold particles direct the shapes and due to re-entrant grooves, the existing mechanistic interpretations are insufficient to explain several observations and rate of reactant addition/reduction can be estimated to produce subsequent specific shaped particles in high yields [15] . Locating the specific mode of excitation of surface plasmon in metallic nanocrystals will bring intense consequences for the research fields [16] . Stress in the lattice may be due to hexagonal monolayer on 3-D surface or can be due to stacking faults [17] . More work is required to develop in-depth understanding of particles shapes and their structures in novel applications [18] . Suspended silver nanoparticles and their inter-particle spacing can be actively controlled in a microfluidic system [19] . While synthesizing silver nanoparticles in liquid pulse plasma, hydroxyl radical along with excited states of atoms, hydrogen and oxygen were detected in the emission spectra [20] . Observing an atom in high-resolution microscopy enables us to understand the functionalities of atoms [21] .
Attempts have also been made to synthesize metallic particles in different plasma solution processes [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Gold nanoplates and nanorods are synthesized at the surface of solution while spherical-shaped particles are synthesized in the solution [22] .
Under DC glow discharge, plasma irradiates the liquid which provides the main mechanisms of synthesis of crystals [24, 29] .
Tiny particles of metallic colloids have shown tremendous potential for use as a catalyst in new emerging applications of catalysis [30, 31] as phase-controlled syntheses give an improved catalytic activity of metal nanostructures than in bulk [32, 33] . Moreover, propagation of light through matter in suboptical limit can deliver phenomenal optical properties [34, 35] . Again, in a system where different interactions contribute to induce electronic/ionic temperatures, the system is out of equilibrium [36] .
Ye et al. [37] discussed a protocol to measure the local temperature of a system which 4 is out of equilibrium. The research efforts, in progress, should also consider dynamics in explaining the structure [38] and there are order metrics capable of accurately characterizing the order of packing [39] .
Present study presents the development mechanisms of tiny-sized particles following by their large-sized particles while processing molar concentrations of AgNO 3 , 
Results and discussion:
Starting from the silver precursor, a distorted silver particle is shown in Figure S1 (a) where no specific geometry of tiny particle is made and this is also evident in SAPD pattern ( Figure S1A) ; intensity spots do not confine and also do not retain order in the entire structure. There is no order in the structure even at moderate range and it is considered as undefined structure. In Figure S1 (b), distorted silver particles are shown 6 in different size that developed on packing of tiny particles having no specific geometry.
Average size of particles is the same as in the case of Figure S1 (a) and diffraction pattern taken from the selected area reveals even more chaotic structure ( Figure S1B ).
Various distorted silver particles in different sizes are shown in Figure S2 (a) and (b) and their average size is smaller as compared to the ones shown in Figure S1 . A large distorted shape of silver particle is shown in Figure 1 (1) and several such regions are accessible in the image, structure of stretched atoms having no specific orientation (2), structure of stretched atoms having specific orientation (3), structure of smooth elements converted into wrinkles under the process of synergy (4), structure reveals smooth elements in a large region (5), structure reveals a large region of foggy surface (6) and region where atoms do not have compact configuration (7).
In another experiment, a silver precursor was processed at greater molar concentration, process time and argon gas flow rate. In Figure S3 (a-d), tiny particles made in no specific geometry, on stretching and packing, distorted shapes developed revealing the same morphological features as for those shown in Figure S2 . In Figure 2 (a) high-resolution view of encircled region in Figure S3 High-resolution image taken from the encircled particle in Figure S3 Morphology of particles in processed binary composition is shown in Figure S4 (a-d) which reveals different features as compared to silver particles. The distributions of particles of binary composition are also different from those of silver particles. Various bright field transmission microscope images of binary composition particles show morphology more like tetrapod shapes and individual size of particle is smaller than silver particle. In Figure 3 (a) , the average size of binary composition tiny particles is between 2 to 3 nm. High resolution transmission microscope image taken from the encircled region in Figure S4 Figure 4 (a) shows distorted shape of gold particle and triangular-shaped tiny particle is shown in Figure 4 (b) where lengths of sides are equal (length of each side: ~ 52 nm). Magnified high resolution transmission microscope image was taken from the combined region of triangular-shaped particle and distorted particle as shown in Figure   4 (c); deformed atoms do not reveal compact configuration in the region covered under the circle (also along the sides of particle), such atoms do not have any specific orientation and reveal swelling in their shape, the same configuration is evident in the A high aspect ratio bar-shaped gold particle is shown in Figure 5 Formation of tiny particles in geometric tiny-sized structures has been discussed elsewhere [40] . A detail study on the development mechanism of geometric anisotropic shaped particles is given elsewhere [41] [42] [43] and same morphology structure of particles is shown in Figures S5 and S6 but processed under sligty varied parameters. Distorted shapes of gold particles were also developed (Figures S5e-h and Figure S6h ) and their detail is given elsewhere [41] [42] [43] . In addition to developement of rhombus-shaped tiny particles followed by their divison into trinagular-shaped tiny particles along with other geometric structure of other shapes have been discussed, in detail, elsewhere [43] . A detail of formation of rhombus-shaped tiny particle aong with one-dimensional elongation and formation of smooth elements in divided trinagular-shaped tiny particles is given elsewhere [44] . Strcuture evolution in suitable atoms under the application of photon couplings has been discussed elsewhere [45] . All atoms of the natural elements do not ionize, they either stretch or deform while atoms of inert gas split under the application of suitable field [46] , when no more stretching or deformation take place in suitable atoms under the diffusion of electron states, they start eroding [44, 46] . The phenomena of heat and photon energy have been discussed elsewhere [47] . Both, characteristics photons and field forces are responsible to originate dynamics behind all sort of morphological structural development [43] where carbon atoms are the best model while evolving the structure at varying level of electronic states [48, 49] . Sorption activity of gold is greater than silver [50] .
In pulse-based electronphoton-solution interface process, tiny particles are formed under the processing of three different solutions at slightly varied input power as given discussed that why some atoms are in gaseous state and some in solid state and carbon on either side where field force in relation to electronic gauge of an atom operate [51] and some of the atoms bring serious consequences on utilizing their nanoparticles as nanomedicine use [52] .
Tiny particles having geometry other than triangle shape do not pack under uniform drives as they do not experience single field force at single point. Thus, geometrical limitation of those tiny particles does not let them to form geometric anisotropic shaped particles resulting into develop distorted-shaped particles as discussed elsewhere [41] [42] [43] . In the case of silver and binary composition, the rate of formation of such tiny particles is dominant in all zones of air-solution interface, whereas, in the case of processing gold solution, most of the tiny particles have geometry in rhombus shape, where they immediately divided into two triangular-shaped tiny particles under the field behaviour at opposite poles force. The triangular-shape tiny particles, where they do not elongate (less elongate) pack as well into geometric anisotropic shaped particles shown in Figure 4 (b) -a magnified high resolution transmission microscope image at one side of triangular-shaped particle clearly reveals this (in Figure 4c) . Further details of packing of triangular-shaped tiny particles resulting into geometric anisotropic shaped particles and non-triangular-shaped tiny particles resulting into distorted-shaped (non-geometric)
particles have been discussed elsewhere [41] [42] [43] .
Conclusions:
Under the same ratio of pulse OFF to ON time silver, gold/silver binary composition and gold precursors are processed in pulse-based electronphoton-solution interface process, where a large number of tiny-sized particles having no specific geometry are minutes and argon gas flow rate: 100 sccm.
